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If you get stuck in repairing a defective appliance download this repair information for help. See below.
Good luck to the repair!

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage!
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	Also known: SHARP GBDEFR DX611H612H DX 611 612 DX611H 612H GB DE FR GB-DE-FR

	If you have any question about repairing write your question to the Message board. For this no need registration.
	If the site has helped you and you also want to help others, please Upload a manual, circuit diagram or eeprom that is not yet available on the site.
Have a nice Day!
	See related repair forum topics below. May be help you to repair.



Warning!
If you are not familiar with electronics, do not attempt to repair!
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock! Instead, contact your nearest service center!



Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,  
some files are archived,
so you need WinZip or WinRar to open that files. Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them.

These free programs can be found on this page: needed progs

If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file!

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
[bookmark: related-topics]
Translate this page:


Relevant CAR-AUDIO forum topics:

SONY XR -780 nem jön ki belőle hang !

Sziasztok ! A tunnernél még megvan a hang  de már a  hangerő potin nincs jelen. Ha volna valakinek  doksija azt megköszönném !Üdv!

SUZUKI MSC CC autórádió mecha aljáról kép



DINO54 ne szóljon a topichoz.



Sziasztok! 

Tudnátok segíteni? Nincs Valakinek képe ennek  a mechának aljáról?

A loader motor környékéről mintha hiányozna valami cucc. 



Köszi



vadmalacka@gmail.com

Becker Cascade BE7944 need help!



Hello to everyone!

Thanks in advance if someone can help)

I have a problem with replacement of malfunctioned final amplifier at Cascade BE7944.

It is play sounds through front loudspeakers with distortion. 

It is not a problem with wires (I have tested it them with ohmmeter) and loudspeakers (brand new).    

I have replaced with Traffic pro and it worked fine.

Radioengineer has announced the verdict - problem with final amplifier and it is must be replaced, and preferably with service manual or schematic, which I do not have. And I did not allow him to unassemble my Becker just "for to watch how it is looks from inside")  

The problem is following:

1. Do someone have and can share with me with service manual or schematic of Becker Cascade BE7944.

2. As far as I understand BE7944 is further development of schematic Audio 10 ECE Typ 6011 (or 4011), which service manual is available at Internet - can I use it as general background for BE7944?

3. At present time unfortunately there is no possibility to find original MLT TDA 7454, only CHN or unnamed versions. I do not want to install that, but according to datasheet for TDA 7454 it can be replaced with TDA 738 *. And TDA738 * can be raplaced with TDA 7560 or TDA 7850 (in my case TDA 7851 L). If it is possible to replace TDA 7454 with TDA 7851 L and with which modifications? And will I not lose the “Backer surround” function? 

4. Any other suggestions? Please withought "sell this dinosaur"

 I have written to Harman / Becker with this problem but still no answer ...   

Thanks to all!

 

CLAA0621A11CW kijelző adatlapját keresem

Sziasztok!


Keresem a CLAA0621A11CW LCD kijelző adatlapját, esetleg a Kenwood DDX374BT vagy DNX4150BT kapcsolási rajzát. Az LCD-ből csak a 01CW adatlapját találtam meg, de nem tudom, a gamma feszültségek ugyanazok-e.

Ezen az oldalon elérhető lenne, de regisztráció után pontokat is kellene gyűjteni, vagy valami céges regisztráció kellne.



Jácint
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If you want to join us and get repairing help please sign in or sign up by completing a simple electrical test
or write your question to the Message board without registration.
You can write in English language into the forum (not only in Hungarian)!
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